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Subblock Matching-Based Conditional Motion
Estimation With Automatic Threshold Selection

for Video Compression
Gagan Bihari Rath and Anamitra Makur, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a block-based conditional
motion estimation scheme for video compression. The blocks in
a frame are classified as active or inactive based on a threshold
and only the active blocks are subjected to motion estimation. The
threshold value is decided automatically through an iterative al-
gorithm. The motion vectors of the boundary active blocks are es-
timated using a subblock matching-based scheme. Unlike existing
variable size block-matching algorithms, the proposed motion esti-
mation scheme preserves the basic framework of the conventional
block-matching algorithm such as equal number of motion vec-
tors and one-pass processing. A small amount of side information
needs to be transmitted for the boundary blocks to indicate the dis-
placements of the their subblocks. The proposed scheme provides
a better tradeoff between the complexity and the rate-distortion
performance of the encoder than other existing schemes and better
subjective quality of the motion-compensated frames than the con-
ventional motion compensation.

Index Terms—Block-matching algorithm, motion estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE KEY to effective video compression is the exploita-
tion of its inherent temporal correlation, which spurred

motion-compensated prediction as the primary video compres-
sion technique. Among various motion-estimation techniques,
block-matching algorithms [1], [2] are the most popular. In these
algorithms, each frame is partitioned into blocks of pixels and
then the motion of each target block is estimated as a vector indi-
cating the displacement of its best match in the previous frame.
The best matching blocks are used to form the prediction for the
present frame. The prediction error frame, called the displaced
frame difference and the set of motion vectors, called the mo-
tion field, are transmitted to the receiver.

Though the conventional block-matching algorithm is simple
and robust, it has many drawbacks. It does not consider the back-
ground and the foreground statistics in a frame. It estimates
the motion vectors of all the blocks even if some blocks be-
long to the background region. As a result, the motion-estima-
tion time is considerably high. Further, background blocks may
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have noisy motion vectors which give rise to more side informa-
tion and an inaccurate motion field. Second, in the conventional
block-matching algorithm, all the pixels in a block are assumed
to have the same displacement. As a result, the blocks at the
boundaries of moving objects, which contain parts of both the
stationary background and the moving objects, get inaccurately
compensated and produce blocking artifacts when the displaced
frame difference is lossy-coded.

Block matching is the most time consuming part in the en-
coding process. This has resulted in a number of fast block-
matching algorithms that search only at a few positions inside
the search area [1]–[5], or use a subset of the pixels in a block for
computing the matching criterion [6], or use a simpler matching
criterion than the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) [4],
[7]–[9] producing suboptimal (in prediction error) matches. De-
spite fast algorithms, the computation needed is enormous be-
cause of the huge data in a video and remains a bottleneck in
realizing real-time applications.

In this paper, in Section II we propose a conditional
motion-estimation scheme where only selected blocks are
subjected to motion estimation. The blocks are selected
based on a threshold, whose value is decided automatically
through an iterative approach unlike the existing thresh-
olding schemes. In Section III, the boundary blocks (BBs)
are divided into subblocks and the motion vectors of those
blocks are decided based on the subblock matching. Unlike
the variable-size block-matching algorithms [10]–[13], the
proposed method preserves the basic framework of the con-
ventional block-matching algorithm such as an equal number
of motion vectors and one-pass processing. A small amount
of side information needs to be transmitted for the BBs to
indicate the displacements of the subblocks. We discuss two
approaches: subblock motion estimation (SME) and subblock
matching-based motion estimation (SMME). For each ap-
proach, we discuss two algorithms. In Section IV, we discuss
the prediction error and the side information rate of these
algorithms and explain the threshold selection. Section V deals
with the automatic selection of the threshold value using an
iterative algorithm. We present simulation results in Section VI,
and finally, draw conclusions in Section VII.

II. CONDITIONAL MOTION ESTIMATION

In the conventional block-matching motion estimation, for
a given matching criterion, the number of search locations
determines the required computation. A larger number of search
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locations help in finding a better match, but requires more
computation. Thus there is a tradeoff between the complexity
and the coding efficiency of motion estimation.

The conventional block-matching algorithm estimates the
motion of each target block. For a stationary camera, the
intensities over the stationary regions of a video frame remain
the same (except for small changes due to noise). Consequently,
most stationary target blocks produce null motion vectors and
stationary target blocks with nonnull motion vectors produce
very small prediction error improvement over that with the
null vectors. If we restrict the motion estimation only to
moving/changing target blocks, one benefit will be the reduc-
tion in computation proportional to the fraction of stationary
target blocks. In addition, it will eliminate the noisy motion
vectors in the stationary regions, thus producing a motion field
which is closer to the true motion. Moreover, the fast search
techniques [1]–[6] can still be applied to the moving target
blocks.

Keeping with the objective of complexity reduction, the pro-
cedure of classifying the target blocks as moving or stationary
should be computationally simple. Puriet al. [13]use a motion
detector with two thresholds. If the gray value difference be-
tween a target pixel and the pixel at the same location in the
previous frame is greater than a threshold, then the pixel
is moving, elsestationary. If the number ofmovingpixels in
a target block is less than another threshold, then the block is
consideredstationary, else it is consideredmoving. They choose

arbitrarily. In this paper, we use the same measure of change,
but propose a scheme to automatically select thefor each
frame in such a way that, besides the computation reduction,
better rate-distortion performance is also achieved.

Instead ofmovingand stationary, we use the termsactive
and inactive for the block classification. This terminology is
motivated by a better rate-distortion performance requirement
rather than just finding the moving and the nonmoving target
blocks. Active target blocks have large intensity changes and
are subjected to motion estimation. Inactive target blocks have
small intensity changes and do not undergo motion estimation
(null motion is assumed).

Let denote the intensity of the pixel at positionin
frame . Let denote the binary image obtained by thresh-
olding the difference of framesand . The intensity value
at position is determined as follows:

(1)

(2)

where denotes the threshold for frame. The image is
subjected to filtering for eliminating the small regions of ones
and zeros. In our simulation, we use a simple counting method
to eliminate the small regions. Let denote the filtered binary
image. The pixel at positionis termedactiveif . Let

denote the ( )th target block in frame . Let denote
the set of pixel coordinates in the block . The block is
classified asactive if

(3)

where denotes the threshold for the number ofactivepixels
in a target block in frame. In this paper, we have assumed that

is a constant, though in general, it can vary from frame to
frame. Though can have any real value, assuming an 8-bit
grayscale image, we choose only the integral values lying in the
range . Because we always refer to the present
frame, from here onwards, we will drop the superscriptand
refer to the thresholds as and .

Note that, in the presence of the camera motion, almost all
the target blocks will be active and the conditional motion esti-
mation may not give any significant computation reduction. So
the camera motion should be cancelled using an existing global
motion compensation technique [14], [15] before applying the
conditional motion estimation. To limit the scope of this paper,
we have assumed that the camera is stationary.

In the proposed scheme, the block size, search window,
search scheme, and the matching criterion ([assumed to be the
mean-squared error (MSE)] are the same as in the conventional
motion estimation. The prediction error of each target block,
active or inactive, is transmitted to the decoder. In practice,
the prediction error is lossy-coded and the motion field is
lossless-coded. For some given coding schemes, the optimal
threshold is the one that gives the best rate-distortion perfor-
mance. But finding the optimal threshold requires the decoder
output fed back to the encoder and needs enormous computa-
tion, which makes it impractical for both hardware as well as
software implementations [16]. Therefore, in the rate-distortion
optimized motion compensation [12], [16], the prediction error
energy and the motion field bit rate are used as the performance
measures. In our approach, since we do not encode the predic-
tion error, we use the same performances measures. Instead of
actual rate-distortion optimization, we take the performance of
the conventional motion compensation (CMC) as the baseline
and choose the threshold to produce comparable or lower
prediction error energy and side information rate. If both lower
prediction error and lower rate than CMC is achieved, a better
rate-distortion performance is claimed.

It is obvious that the motion field rate (with variable-length
coding) with the conditional motion estimation is equal to or
less than that with CMC, but its prediction error is equal to or
more than that with CMC. In order to achieve both lower predic-
tion error and lower rate, we now propose splittting some of the
target blocks into subblocks and estimating the subblock motion
vectors.

III. M OTION ESTIMATION WITH BLOCK SPLITTING

In CMC, each target block has only one motion vector with
the assumption that all its pixels have equal displacements. As a
result, blocks containing parts of moving object and stationary
background, blocks containing parts of multiple moving
objects and blocks containing objects having motion other than
translation (for example, rotation, depth change, deformation,
etc.), produce large prediction errors. The prediction error may
be decreased by reducing the block size, but that will increase
the number of motion vectors and the side information. Of late,
there has been considerable research in optimally allocating
bits to achieve the best tradeoff between the prediction error
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and the side information [16], [17]. These algorithms require
huge computation which makes them unsuitable for real-time
implementations.

A simple approach to obtain a better tradeoff than CMC is
to adaptively decide the target block size [10]–[13] so that the
assumption of equal displacement for all the pixels in a block
becomes more valid. The blocks at the moving object bound-
aries, or the blocks containing objects having nontranslational
motion, are made very small, whereas the stationary blocks or
blocks with translational motion are made relatively large. Chan
et al. [10] show that a variable block size achieves higher SNR
and lower side information than the fixed block size CMC. They
use a bin-tree decomposition of the frame where a block at a leaf
node is split into two subblocks if its prediction error is above
a preset threshold. Sullivan and Baker [12] similarly perform
a quad-tree decomposition of the frame using a rate-distortion
criterion.

The disadvantage of variable block size motion estimation is
its high computational load, two to three times as much as fixed
block size [10]. The computation can be reduced by combining
variable block size motion estimation with conditional motion
estimation, where only selected blocks should be split further
based upon some statistics. Puriet al. [13] classify the moving
blocks as compensable or uncompensable after the first round of
motion estimation and then split the uncompensable blocks into
four subblocks which undergo a second round of motion estima-
tion. The classification is done using the same motion detector
which classifies the blocks as moving or stationary. Since the
threshold is selected arbitrarily, the performance and the com-
putation depends on the chosen threshold value.

In this paper, we propose two motion-estimation schemes
based on block splitting. In scheme 1, the subblock motion vec-
tors are estimated from the motion vectors of their parent blocks
in the same neighborhood. In scheme 2, the motion vectors of
the parent blocks are estimated using subblock matching. Both
schemes are simple and preserve the block-based framework
of CMC. These two schemes are modified slightly to give two
more schemes: scheme 1a and scheme 2a. Scheme 2a is the pro-
posed scheme. Scheme 1 and scheme 1a are similar to Puriet
al.’s scheme and are presented for the sake of comparison.

A. SME

In this method, first the motion vectors of the active blocks are
estimated using the conditional motion estimation. Letde-
note the block size. Each block is then split into four
subblocks. Let the four subblocks of a block be denoted by

, . Let denote the set of pixel coordinates
in the subblock . Let and denote the motion vec-
tors of the block and the subblock , respectively.

Let , the set of neighborhood motion vectors for the sub-
block , be

that is, it consists of the motion vector of its parent block, the
motion vectors of the three adjacent blocks, and the null vector.

For example, the set of neighborhood motion vectors of the sub-
block is given as

The motion vector of the subblock then becomes

(4)

where denotes the mse of subblock for displace-
ment and is defined as

(5)

Accordingly, the prediction for the block is given as

(6)

The transmitted side information consists of the motion vectors
and the extra information to identify the motion vectors of

the subblocks.
The inclusion of the null vector in is to make it nonin-

creasing (in the sense of set inclusion) with the increase in the
threshold value (this will be explained in the next section). For
a given subblock, if any of the four block motion vectors is null,
the inclusion of the null vector is redundant. On the contrary, if
the motion vectors of the parent block and three adjacent blocks
are all nonnull, it is very likely that all the four blocks belong
to one moving object (assuming that the block size is small).
Therefore, it is very unlikely that the subblock will have less
distortion with the null vector than with any of those four non-
null vectors. Therefore, the performance will not be severely af-
fected if the null vector is excluded from the neighborhood set
in practical implementations.

It is obvious that, if all four subblock motion vectors in a
block are same as the parent block motion vector, then the pre-
diction error of SME is equal to that of CMC. Otherwise, the
prediction error is less. For subblock , if is a sin-
gleton set, i.e., the five candidate vectors are equal (hence, null),
then there is no need to estimate subblock motion vector. If a
block and its eight neighbor blocks all have null motion vectors
(such as, all are inactive), then it does not undergo SME. There-
fore, the extra computation in SME depends on the number of
subblocks with nonsingleton neighborhood motion vector sets
and the cardinality of those sets. The extra side information that
needs to be transmitted for each subblock depends on the
cardinality of and ranges from 0 to 3 bits (cardinality 1 to
5) assuming fixed-length coding. Though this method is equiv-
alent to a variable block size motion-estimation scheme, no side
information is needed for encoding the tree. The motion field,
which is known to the decoder, determines which subblock re-
quires how many bits. We refer to this method as scheme 1.

Note that if a parent block has nonnull motion vector, all its
subblocks undergo motion estimation since the cardinalities of

are at least 2. Also, if the null vector is excluded from
, then at most 2 bits of side information per subblock is

needed and can be a singleton set even for a nonnull parent
motion vector.
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Scheme 1, which considers all the blocks for SME, can be im-
proved further. Motion vectors of adjacent blocks located com-
pletely inside a moving object are very similar. The prediction
error reduction may not be significant for the subblocks inside
these blocks. Therefore, we restrict SME to the BBs where the
CMC prediction error is large and its reduction due to SME can
be significant. If the set of motion vectors of a block and its eight
neighbors contain both null and nonnull vector, then it is a BB.
Only the subblocks of BBs having nonsingleton undergo
motion estimation. No extra information is needed for encoding
the tree since the BBs may be determined at the decoder from
the motion field. We refer to this variation as scheme 1a. The
difference between scheme 1a and Puriet al.’s scheme is that
scheme 1a finds the subblock motion vectors only in the BBs
from the neighborhood sets, whereas Puriet al.’s scheme finds
the subblock motion vectors only in the uncompensable blocks
through unrestricted motion estimation.

B. SMME

Both scheme 1 and scheme 1a are two-pass approaches: first
the motion vectors of the active blocks are estimated, then the
motion vectors of the subblocks are selected from those mo-
tion vectors. So some extra computation is needed in the second
pass. Also, the motion vectors obtained by CMC do not truly
represent the actual motion, which is more true for BBs. Since
the subblock motion vectors are selected from a set of motion
vectors estimated using CMC (thus, may be erroneous), the re-
duction in the prediction error may not be comparable to that
with the unrestricted SME. These two drawbacks are now im-
proved upon by incorporating the subblock matching in the first
pass of the motion estimation itself.

In CMC with MSE as the matching criterion, the motion
vector of a block is determined as

(7)

where denotes the search window. Accordingly, the motion-
compensated prediction for the block becomes

(8)

In the proposed SMME, is estimated as

(9)

where is defined in (5). Accordingly, the motion-com-
pensated prediction for is constructed as

(10)

(11)

This modified motion estimation is applied to all the active
blocks.

It is obvious that the prediction error of an active block with
SMME is always less than or equal to the same with CMC. In

Fig. 1. Example of BBs, BABs, and NABs. Blocks with arrows have nonnull
motion vectors and blocks without arrows have null motion vectors.

CMC, all the subblocks in a parent block have the parent block’s
motion vector. In SMME, the motion vector of a subblock is
either the parent block’s motion vector or the null vector. If the
parent motion vector is null (active block may have null motion
vector), then all four subblock motion vectors are null and no
extra side information is needed. If the parent motion vector is
nonnull, the decoder needs few extra bits of side information to
construct the motion-compensated frame. 1 bit is used if all the
subblocks have the parent motion vector and 5 bits otherwise (1
bit to denote diverse motion field, followed by 1 bit per subblock
indicating if it has the parent motion vector or the null vector).
Alternatively, four extra bits in all cases may be used. SMME
costs four extra comparison operations per (active) block with
the same number of additions, subtractions and multiplications
as compared to CMC. We refer to this method as scheme 2.

Since a subblock can have either the parent block’s motion
vector or the null vector, for better rate-distortion performance,
it is preferable to apply SMME to the BBs. But the BBs cannot
be determined prior to the motion estimation. Therefore, we pro-
pose to apply SMME only to the boundary active blocks (BABs)
(which are known prior to the motion estimation). A BAB is
defined as an active block with at least one inactive neighbor
block. All remaining active blocks [nonboundary active blocks
(NABs)] undergo the conventional motion estimation. Since in-
active blocks do not undergo conditional motion estimation,
SMME is not applied to the boundary inactive blocks (inactive
blocks with at least one active neighbor block). We refer to this
as scheme 2a.

Note the difference between a BB and a BAB. A BAB with a
nonnull motion vector is a BB. A BAB with a null motion vector
is a BB or not depending on the neighborhood motion vectors.
On the contrary, if a BB has a nonnull motion vector, it is active
(BAB or NAB). If it has a null vector, it can be either active
(BAB or NAB) or inactive. Refer to the example in Fig. 1.

In this scheme, the prediction errors of the BABs are less than
or equal to that of CMC. The NABs have the same prediction
error as that of CMC. If a BAB has a null motion vector, then
no extra side information is transmitted. If it has a nonnull mo-
tion vector, then 1 or 5 extra bits (like scheme 2) are transmitted.
Unlike scheme 2, some extra bits may have to be transmitted for
the NABs too. This is because the decoder does not know which
blocks are active or inactive, so it cannot determine BABs. How-
ever, from the decoded motion field, it knows which blocks are
BBs. So it assumes that SMME has been applied only to the
BBs with nonnull motion vectors. Therefore, if a NAB having
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a)D(T ) with scheme 1; (b)R(T ) with scheme 1; (c)D(T ) with scheme 2a; for frame #1 of the Tennis sequence.

a nonnull motion vector turns out to be a BB after the motion
estimation (because at least one of its neighbor blocks has the
null motion vector), then 1 extra bit needs to be transmitted (in-
dicating that all the subblocks have the parent block’s motion
vector). Therefore, the extra information for an active block is
decided only after the motion estimation.

Both scheme 2 and scheme 2a can be generalized to include
the motion vectors of the past neighbor blocks in the motion
estimation. To keep the side information low and the motion
estimation simple, we do not consider such generalizations in
this paper.

Both scheme 1 and scheme 2 are also conceptually equivalent
to the forward segmentation based BMA [18]. Instead of
segmenting an active block into regions representing parts of the
moving object, we segment them into subblocks. The advantages
are very less computation and very low side information. Though
the subblocks can be further divided into sub-subblocks, to keep
the side information low, we stop the segmentation process
after the second level.

To summarize, scheme 1 comprises CMC applied to all the
active blocks in the first pass and SME applied to all the blocks
in the second pass. Scheme 1a comprises CMC applied to all
the active blocks in the first pass and SME applied to only the
BBs in the second pass. Scheme 2 comprises SMME applied
to all the active blocks. Scheme 2a comprises SMME applied to
only the BABs and CMC applied to the NABs. Scheme 2a is the
proposed scheme. In all the four schemes, the side information
consists of the motion vectors of the blocks and some extra bits
to identify the motion vectors of some of the subblocks.

IV. THRESHOLDSELECTION

The drawback of choosing the threshold arbitrarily, as
was done by Puriet al. [13], is the following. If is small,
the number of active blocks is very high, which results in little
computational improvement over CMC. In the worst case, when

, all the blocks are active and the computation needed is
more than CMC because of the added computation for classifi-
cation. If is large, the number of active blocks is too small
to obtain the benefits of motion compensation. In the worst case
when , all the blocks are inactive (no motion estima-
tion at all) and the prediction error is the difference between the
present frame and the previous frame. Therefore,should be
chosen to not only reduce computation, but also produce com-
parable rate-distortion performance to that with CMC.

Let us assume that a null motion vector is coded using 1 bit
and a nonnull vector is coded using (since the per-
centage of the null vectors in a scene without the camera mo-
tion is very high). The nonnull vectors are either fixed-length
or variable-length coded. For notational convenience, let us use

for . For a given frame, let and denote the
prediction error energy and the side information rate obtained
using CMC and let and denote the same quanti-
ties obtained using any one of the four schemes mentioned at
threshold .

Consider scheme 1. If we assume that in CMC there is at least
one block with a nonnull motion vector, then
and . This is because when , all the
blocks are inactive, so bit per block and
is equal to the frame difference energy. If even one block has
a nonnull motion vector, its prediction error energy is less than
the block difference energy.

If we assume that at , there is at least one subblock
motion vector not equal to its parent motion vector,

and .
For the considered frame, let denote the set

at threshold . It is easy to see that
when . This is because, at

threshold , the nonnull elements of remain
the same or become null. Therefore, and

when .
Since and is nondecreasing

in , there exists a maximum value , , such
that for . Similarly, since

and is nonincreasing in , there exists
a minimum value , , such that
for . Note that both and are bounded func-
tions of . Depending on the relative values of and , we
obtain the following two cases:

Case 1

Case 2
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Thus, when , there exists an interval , in
which both the prediction error energy and the side information
rate for scheme 1 are less than the corresponding quantities for
CMC. Therefore, select such that . A value
closer to saves more side information, whereas a value closer
to reduces more prediction error energy. When ,
choose to be either less than or greater than . Fig. 2(a)
and (b) display the and plots for frame #1 of the
Tennis sequence. As we can see, is nondecreasing,
is nonincreasing and for this frame.

Now consider scheme 1a. Let and denote the
prediction error and the side information obtained using scheme
1 and let and denote the same quantities obtained
using scheme 1a, at threshold. Consider also the conditional
motion estimation (CME) without SME (i.e., no second-pass
motion estimation, the conventional motion estimation is ap-
plied to only the active blocks in the first pass). Let and

denote the above quantities obtained using CME. It is
easy to see that

(12)

Because the SME is applied only to the BBs, and
are not necessarily monotonic. Let denote the set of ac-
tive blocks at threshold . It is easy to see that is non-
increasing (in the sense of set inclusion) with. Therefore,

is nondecreasing and is nonincreasing. We have
already seen that is nondecreasing and is non-
increasing. Therefore, because of the relationship in (12), the
general behaviors of and will be nonincreasing
and nondecreasing respectively. Since and are not
strictly monotonic, they can intersect the lines and

, respectively, at multiple intervals. In general, we
would like to have at least one interval in which both
the prediction error energy and the side information rate are
lower than the corresponding quantities with the CMC. Then

should be chosen in that interval. If such an interval does not
exist, then like scheme 1, we should chooseto get improve-
ment in at least one of the quantities.

and for scheme 2 are nondecreasing and nonin-
creasing like those of scheme 1. The shape of for scheme
2a will be explained in the next section. Like other schemes,

for scheme 2a behaves opposite to its .

V. AUTOMATIC THRESHOLDSELECTION

and will vary from frame to frame, since , ,
and depend on the motion and the gray scale sta-

tistics in the scene. Therefore, for better performance over the
entire scene, we use a variable threshold. Out of all the six pos-
sible ranges of in the two cases mentioned in the previous
section, only is unwanted. This choice can be
avoided if or if . Since depends on the
motion vector coding scheme, we select . If
happens to be less than, then we save in both the prediction
error and the side information; else, we save in the prediction
error but pay some extra side information.

The previous section’s method of choosing the threshold
value requires that and should be found and

that should be varied over the range [0,256] to determine
and . Since we want to reduce computation, and

can not be found because CMC, or scheme 1 or 1a first
pass at (all blocks are active), should not be performed.
Therefore, and cannot be determined. Instead, we
propose the following.

A. Optimal Threshold Selection Criterion

We assume that predominant changes occur due to object mo-
tion (covered and uncovered background regions and parts of
moving objects where there is large gray scale gradient). The
noise is assumed zero mean with small variance compared to the
predominant changes. The total area of predominant changes is
assumed to be small compared to the frame size. The block size
is small enough such that objects span multiple blocks and a
BB contains parts of only one moving object and the stationary
background.

Consider scheme 2a. At , there are no BABs (since
there are no inactive blocks). Therefore .
Because of the assumption stated in the previous section,

. Hence, if there exists a such that
, then must possess a global minimum in

the interval (0,256) whose value is less than . To make
, we choose as

(13)

where is some minimum threshold value.
The functional behavior of is as follows. Same as be-

fore, may be bounded by two nondecreasing functions,
, where and are

prediction error energy with scheme 2 and CME, respectively,
with . If at some all the active
blocks become BABs, then . There-
fore, for higher values of , is nondecreasing. Also, since

and differ in the motion estimation of the NABs
and since the set of NABs is nonincreasing (in the sense of set
inclusion) with , is nonincreasing. Therefore,
for values of close to zero, the behavior of depends on
the increasing behavior of and the decreasing behavior
of .

may possess local minima, but exhaustive search to
find the global minimum should not be used. Experimental re-
sults show that does possess a global minimum which is
less than and has a few closely located local minima (all
less than ) differing from the global minimum by very
small magnitudes. So we use a fast search, which reduces the
prediction error even if it finds a local minimum. Fig. 2(c) shows
the plot for frame #1 of the Tennis sequence.

During the search for minimum , assume has
been computed. For some , clearly ,
where is the set of active blocks at. Therefore, threshold

need to be applied only to , where denotes the
setof inactiveblocks at . Tocompute , motion estimation
should be performed only for the blocks in
(i.e., the difference set). Note that a BAB at (which has
undergone SMME) may become a NAB at (which now
needs to undergo CMC). During SMME, the prediction error
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Fig. 3. n (T ) for frame #1 of the Tennis sequence.

with CMC is also calculated and stored (with an extra three
additions and one comparison per motion vector) to avoid this
motion estimation.

B. Iterative Algorithm for Threshold Selection

Let denote the number of active blocks at threshold.
We use the following gradient method to find :

(14)

Since finding does not require any motion estimation,
can be found using exhaustive search. Experimental re-

sults show that searching the entire gray scale is not necessary
and a small range, for example (5,50), is adequate. For efficient
computation, is decreased from a higher to lower value and
the number of inactive blocks atwhich become active at
determines the gradient value at.

Finding in the above manner is motivated by the ex-
perimental plots of and . It is observed that, at a
certain value of , falls sharply (see Fig. 3) and then
gradually decreases to zero asis increased. The fall in
corresponds to a fall in . The fall in indicates that
change in intensity in a large chunk of blocks is less than that
threshold value. Since the scene is assumed to have small gray-
level changes in most of the blocks, the fall indicates that the
predominant changes take place in the remaining blocks. A fall
in indicates that BABs match with some of the blocks
lying at the boundaries of the moving objects. It is these BBs, in
which the subblock matching produces much gain in the predic-
tion error. Therefore, minimizing is equivalent to tracking
parts of the boundaries of the moving objects and other predom-
inantly changed areas on the objects themselves.

The global minimum in is typically very close to .
Even if , due to the slow increase of near

, the suboptimality of choosing over will
be very small. Since the local minima of is typically lo-
cated close to , the search is restricted to
for some (say, 25). For all our simulations, the above method
was seen to work extremely well in finding a suitable value of

. To summarize, the iterative algorithm is as follows.

1. Compute using (14) . .
2. If , stop. Else go to step 3.
3. If , stop. Else

, go to step 2.

Fig. 4. T andT using scheme 2 for scene 1 (top) and scene 2 (bottom) of
the Tennis sequence.

The advantage of our approach is that the CME, the SMME,
and threshold selection are all done at the first pass and there
is no second pass. At any threshold, the cumulative number
of blocks for which motion estimation is performed is equal to

. So the total blocks for which the motion estimation is
performed is equal to the active blocks at , which in
the worst case is . Note that determining the optimal
threshold in the above manner is possible only in scheme 2a.
Both scheme 1 and scheme 2 have monotonic and
of scheme 1a most likely possesses minimum at .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Simulations were performed with 20 352240 frames each
from scene 1 and scene 2 of the Tennis sequence (parts where
the camera is stationary, in tune with this paper’s assumption)
and with 50 frames of the Football sequence. Scene 1, being a
closeup, contains larger motion, more moving area, and more
background noise than scene 2. Moving area in the Football
sequence is larger than scenes 1 or 2. The proposed algorithms
were implemented with 8 8 blocks, search window,
integer motion vector, MSE matching criterion, exhaustive
search, pixels. Frame 0 in each sequence was not com-
pensated, but each frame was compensated from frame

. Prediction error was calculated assuming all the blocks
are motion compensated. To maintain uniformity, motion
vectors for all methods were coded using the variable-length
coding scheme presented in [15].

In the first part of the simulation, thresholds and for
schemes 1 and 2 were found. Fig. 4 shows and for
scheme 2. Similar plots were obtained for scheme 1. It is ob-
served that is smaller than for all the frames except for
one frame in scene 2 in which they are equal. In scene 1, both
the prediction error and the side information can be reduced by a
properly chosen constant threshold, since the intersection of the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. (a) Mean-squared prediction error, (b) side information rate, and (c) ratio of MSE computation for scene 1 (top) and scene 2 (bottom) of the Tennis
sequence using various schemes.

TABLE I
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OFPROPOSEDSCHEMES FORTENNIS

intervals for all frames is nonempty. But scene 2 needs
a variable threshold to show such reduction over all frames.

In the second part of the simulation, we compared the
performances of schemes 1, 1a, 2 and 2a. All four schemes
were implemented with a fixed threshold of 25. Scheme 2a
with variable threshold obtained by the proposed threshold
selection scheme (the proposed scheme) was also implemented.
The selected threshold value for scenes 1 and 2 are
shown in Fig. 4. Note that and in this figure are for
scheme 2, so lying within and in scene 1 does not
really show performance improvement. Rather, the variation
of matches with that of and . A much smaller
compared to in scene 2 signifies that the scheme likely has
more side information than CMC.

The prediction error, the side information, and the number of
MSE computations for schemes 1a and 2a are shown in Fig. 5
for scenes 1 and 2. The side information, in bits per block, are
the bits for the motion vector plus the subblock side information
per block. The number of MSE computations is expressed as
a percentage of the number in CMC with a 88 block. The
prediction error and the computation performances of schemes
1a and 2a( ) are similar. Comparing schemes 2a( )
with 2a( ), in scene 1 the prediction error is increased
which indicates is more than 25 (therefore, computation

is decreased) and side information is decreased. In scene 2 the
reverse happens with decrease in the error and increase in the
information. So scheme 2a( ) performance is comparable to
that with . Note that in frame #13 of scene 1, the side
information peak for scheme 2a( ) is due to noise. Many
subblock motion vectors differ from CMC vectors. Many of the
BABs are due to noise, which get better compensated by the
subblock schemes. With this peak disappears.

The average values of the prediction error, the side informa-
tion rate and the number of computations over each scene are
displayed in Table I. As expected, scheme 1 (2) has less pre-
diction error and more side information than scheme 1a (2a)
since SME (SMME) is applied to all active blocks, not just BBs
(BABs). Scheme 2 (in scene 2) and 2a (in both scenes) performs
better than schemes 1/1a in both the prediction error and the
side information. The performances of schemes 2a( )
and 2a( ) are comparable. Schemes 2/2a need less compu-
tation than schemes 1/1a. Note that the computations actually
refer to the percentage of active blocks. Therefore, even if any
fast search like three-step search [4], logarithmic search [1], etc.,
is employed, the computation percentage will be similar.

The third part of the simulation dealt with the comparison
of the proposed scheme with CMC and the schemes of Puri
et al. [13]and Chanet al. [10]. To maintain uniformity, Puri’s
scheme was implemented with threshold 25. Chan’s variable
block size scheme was implemented with 1616 (largest) to
4 4 (smallest) block. Chan’s mean-squared prediction error
threshold for splitting a block was chosen as 200 heuristically
in order to have equivalence with and . The pre-
diction error, the side information and the number of computa-
tions of various schemes for scenes 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 6.
The prediction error of the proposed scheme is less than CMC
(more in scene 2), but more than both Puri and Chan. This is be-
cause Puri/Chan splits only the blocks having large prediction
errors and estimate the motion vectors of the subblocks through
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. (a) Mean squared prediction error; (b) side information rate; (c) ratio of MSE computation; for scene 1 (top) and scene 2 (bottom) of the Tennis sequence
using existing and proposed schemes.

TABLE II
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OFEXISTING SCHEMES

the full search. Side information of both Puri and Chan is much
more than CMC in scene 1, while that of the proposed scheme
is always less. But in scene 2, Chan performs the best. Note
that scene 2 has little noise and Chan uses 1616 blocks in
the first level, which explains its better performance. In scene 2,
the side information of the proposed scheme is marginally more
than CMC. The computation plots clearly indicate the advan-
tage of the conditional motion estimation. Puri and the proposed
scheme require much less computation compared to CMC and
Chan.

The average values of the prediction error, the side infor-
mation rate and the number of MSE computations over each
sequence are shown in Table II. The tables also include Puri’s
scheme with and , the values used in [13].
Clearly, for all sequences, is too small; almost all the
blocks become uncompensable, so prediction error decreases
and side information increases significantly. Note that for the
Football sequence, there are more active blocks due to its larger
moving area and consequently more computations than the
Tennis sequence. Since there is some deformatory motion in the

Fig. 7. Mean squared prediction errors over BABs in scene 1 (top) and scene
2 (bottom) of the Tennis sequence.

scene (due to the human body movements), a smaller block size
(4 4) improves the matching accuracy. Therefore, Puri and
Chan’s scheme produces much less prediction error than CMC,
but at the cost of large side information and computation. The
proposed scheme, with comparable prediction error and side
information, needs only 43% MSE computations than CMC.
Considering all three performance measures, one concludes
that the proposed scheme provides a better tradeoff between
computation and rate-distortion performance than both Chan’s
and Puri’s scheme.

From Table II, it is seen than the active blocks undergoing mo-
tion estimation is very small (12% in scene 1 and 9% in scene
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 8. Motion-compensated prediction due to various schemes for frame #5 from scene 1 of the Tennis sequence. (a) Original frame. (b) Prediction by CMC.
(c) Prediction by Puri,T = 25. (d) Prediction by Chan. (e) Prediction by the proposed scheme.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 9. Blocks and subblocks having nonnull motion vectors in few frames of Tennis and Football sequences using the proposed scheme. (a) Original frame #1
of scene 2. (b) Frame #5 of scene 1. (c) Frame #1 of scene 2. (d) Original frame #1 of Football. (e) Football frame,T =25. (f) Football frame,T .

2). Out of these, only the BABs undergo the SMME, offering
a reduction in the prediction error. The prediction error in the
NABs remain unchanged since these undergo CMC. The pre-
diction error in the inactive blocks are same or more than CMC.
The plots of Fig. 6(a) show that the decrease in very few BABs
is more than the total increase in all the inactive blocks. Fig. 7
shows the prediction error plots only over BABs. We observe
that the percentage of prediction error reduction over CMC is
30% in scene 1 and 36% in scene 2.

Fourth, to compare the subjective quality of the predictions,
we display a part of frame #5 of scene 1 and its predictions in
various schemes in Fig. 8. Note the blockiness at the lower edge
of the bat (darker hue) and the hand (little finger) in CMC when
compared to the original frame. This blockiness is partly present
in Puri, but Chan and the proposed scheme produce smoother

predictions. Note also the fuzzy upper edge of the bat (lighter
hue) in Puri and partly in Chan, while the proposed scheme gives
a clearer shape. Chan’s scheme is compute-intensive. Puri’s pre-
diction could be made smoother with a smaller threshold, but
that increases its computation. Therefore, the proposed scheme
provides the best tradeoff between the subjective quality and the
computation.

Finally, original frame #5 of scene 1, frame #1 of scene 2, and
frame #1 of the Football sequence are displayed in Figs. 8(a),
9(a), and (d). The corresponding frames showing the blocks
and the subblocks having nonnull motion vectors are displayed
in Fig. 9(b), (c), and (f). Most subblocks are aligned along the
boundaries of the moving areas. This is seen to continue in all
frames. This substantiates that the proposed automatic threshold
selection scheme adapts to the motion in a frame so that most of
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the BABs match with the moving boundaries. In the proposed
scheme, the advantage of a variable threshold over a fixed
threshold is clearly seen in Fig. 9(e) and (f). is
seen to select the most significant blocks in a frame for motion
estimation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a conditional motion-estimation
scheme that classifies the blocks as active or inactive based on
a threshold. Only the active blocks undergo motion estimation.
Further, the BABs undergo SMME. The threshold value is se-
lected automatically using an iterative method. During the iter-
ations, all active blocks undergo motion estimation, so no more
motion estimation is required after the threshold is found. It was
observed that the proposed scheme provides better tradeoff be-
tween the computation and the rate-distortion performance than
the CMC and two other existing schemes. Subjectively, the pro-
posed scheme provided a smoother motion-compensated frame
than others.

It may be concluded that predominant changes in a scene
take place at the boundaries of the moving objects, therefore
the blocks lying there can be better compensated by partitioning
them into subblocks. The proposed scheme significantly saves
computation, but at the same time produces equal or better rate-
distortion performance with better subjective quality. Because
of its low computation, the proposed algorithm can be a strong
candidate for real-time video compression. While simulation re-
sults are dependent on the test data, considering the generality
of this test data, it may be concluded that the proposed algorithm
will perform similarly with other sequences.
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